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Introduction

It’s been a tough year for everyone, but the Christmas Holidays of 2020 have yet to come as a big celebration in life. The most awaiting special moment of friendship & Love.
Royi Sal believes this year is a decent holiday season seemed to roll into a great start of the year for many.
Everyone is seeking for these special holidays. The season when we can gather with friends, family, and love ones to celebrate and treasure unforgettable moments with 
happiness and joy.

After the locked down due to COVID 19 last June, “the retail sales were very encouraging and reflected continuous progress in the right direction,” refer to National Retail 
Federation (NRF) Federation (NRF) (https://www.nationaljeweler.com/independents/retail-surveys/8984-independent-jewelers-see-sales-grow-in-june)

This shows an excellent sign to prepare a big campaign for the coming holiday season!

It’s never too early for retailers to start planning for the holiday season. Those times are already stressful considering they’ve got to figure out the inventory to hold and buy, 
how to price, and preparations for dealing with global transactions, among other things. Without a new and effective plan, retailers could lose opportunities for higher revenue.  

So why not prepare to make the experience as efficient and productive as possible?

For instance, retailers can get going by looking at distribution channels, auditing the markets they’re in, or vetting vendors for best services and prices to ensure they’re getting For instance, retailers can get going by looking at distribution channels, auditing the markets they’re in, or vetting vendors for best services and prices to ensure they’re getting 
the highest returns. 

Here’s how and why businesses should prepare a global strategy this summer in preparation for the holidays.
Royi Sal designer team unveils its Ten Best Jewelry Gift collection. During Holidays 2020, we recommend the most recent best-seller and beautifully designed jewelry collection. 
We are confident that people will not regret investing in holidays.

The Ten Best Jewelry Collection has inspired the happiness, joy, and romantic moment of everyone’s holiday season. 

The full catalog is available for selection and preorder now. Kindly send an email request to our customer service team. : sales@royisal.comThe full catalog is available for selection and preorder now. Kindly send an email request to our customer service team. : sales@royisal.com

Enjoy the e-magazine!

       Royi Sal Team



“Sign Language” jewelry collection represents 

the words that we cannot hear but can only 

be felt. The unspoken emotions that our hearts 

can feel when we have a strong bond with 

someone.

Sometimes we are too shy to say “I Love You”

…so we say it using our hands and body …so we say it using our hands and body 

language. Do you remember when someone 

gave you a thumb up? You felt happy and 

smiled, right?

Sign Language” jewelry collection designs are

simple and fun to wear. Each jewelry piece 

comes with a card that depicts the sign that 

it represents. it represents. It is an inspiring gift for 

yourself, your friend, and your loved one.

Sing language
Jewelry Collection







The “Fashionable Dainty” jewelry 

collection. Delicate and Romantic 

Jewelry designs.

This collection would be a perfect gift 

for yourself. And a romantic Christmas 

gift to your loved one.

Jewelry Collection
CZ Delicate







Music is life. That’s why our hearts have 

beats. 

The “Melody of Love” jewelry collection is 

a perfect gift for a music teacher, a 

musician, and music lovers!

The charming piece of jewelry is also an 

excellent gift for young women, graduation excellent gift for young women, graduation 

girls, and teenagers. 

Jewelry Collection
Melody of Love







“The Rainbow” jewelry collection is 

inspired by the effects of nature, 

which empowers our life and fills us 

with hope.

Seeing a rainbow after a rainstorm, 

when the sun breaks through the 

clouds, is a magic feeling which is clouds, is a magic feeling which is 

often used as an inspiration for a new 

beginning, as well as a compelling and 

vital message that great and beautiful 

things usually follow the darkest storm.

The Rainbow
Jewelry Collection







The collection is inspired by the wonderful 

memories treasured for a long time by 

looking upward and staring at the stars’ 

magnificent appearance at night.

The "Galaxy Jewelry Collection" captured 

the beauty of the galaxy at night, and wholly 

crafted from sterling silver featured by hand crafted from sterling silver featured by hand 

texture finished such as Satin or Brushed 

finished, Matt finished, and Ice finished. It is 

gold plated and two-tone plating, decorated 

with cubic zirconia that adds a perfect 

amount of sparkle and shimmer to each 

marvelous piece of jewelry.

These jewelry offer that same feeling of These jewelry offer that same feeling of 

wonder, with their miraculous presentations. 

It may be hard to believe that anyone who 

doesn’t love to venture outdoors—could be 

anything but entranced to this jewelry 

collection.

The Galaxy
Jewelry Collection









Beauty of pearls

Drawing its inspiration from the legends of 

pearls and women's beauty, "Beauty Of 

Pearl" earring collection designs elegantly 

represents feminism and tenderness.

An eye-catching earring collection gives 

glamour and classy look with pearls used 

in different shapes on long-drop earrings, in different shapes on long-drop earrings, 

hoop earrings, and extra-long earrings. 

They are carefully fitted with a silver chain 

and cubic zirconia.

A pair of earrings that can be worn at all 

times of the day and night. A set of 

earrings makes you look classy and 

elegant, combined with a smart casual elegant, combined with a smart casual 

outfit for every day of work.

Jewelry Collection







“Semi-Precious Gemstones” jewelry 

collection boasts meticulously handcrafted 

fine jewelry pieces with intriguing designer 

details and hand-picked genuine colored 

gemstones of the finest quality. That 

emphasizes unique and personalized 

elements like style, inspiration, positivity, elements like style, inspiration, positivity, 

healing, empowerment, and protection.

Stones are as individual and unique as we 

are, and a great deal of what anyone 

perceives in a gemstone is intuitive rather 

than definitive, and specific to the stone 

itself.

The Beauty 
of Semi-Precious 

Stone
Jewelry Collection







They are perfect jewelry pieces for 
Summertime and those who never want 
to lose the sense of joy and wish to 
maintain a little bit of summer even in 
the middle of the cold winter.

The “Fancy Delight” Jewelry Collection 
is to inspire the joy of life!is to inspire the joy of life! It will soothe 
you a sense of happiness, a sweet, rich 
fragrance of summer that envelops 
those long dark, winter months breezing 
through the spring in the coming 
Summertime.

The “Fancy Delight” jewelry collection is 
wholly manufactured using 92.5 sterling wholly manufactured using 92.5 sterling 
silver embellished with 100% Swarovski 
Branded Crystals from the choice of 
selected newest crystal colors which the
latest innovation. Delight colors from 
Swarovski create a pleasant 
combination of Crystal Lotus Pink, 
Crystal Orange Glow, Royal Blue, and Crystal Orange Glow, Royal Blue, and 
Silky Sage featuring high polish sterling 
silver jewelry.
 

Fancy Delight
Jewelry Collection







“Garden Party Jewelry Collection for Kids” is 

inspired by outdoor kids’ garden parties with 

a lot of fun, adventure, and the wonderful 

imagination and creativity in every child.

Garden party collection combines many 

pastel designs such as cupcake earrings & 

necklace, donut, pretzel, ice cream, flower, necklace, donut, pretzel, ice cream, flower, 

balloon, rainbow, butterfly, and dragonfly. 

We sure this gift will be one of the favorite 

gifts for your children!

Jewelry Collection For Kids
Garden Party







“Magic Journey Jewelry Collection for Kids” 

can be a magic gift to your children! 

This collection inspired from the magic day 

of the child having fun in the Amusement 

park, which like a massive wonderland for 

them, especially from the classic carousel 

with attractive paintings. with attractive paintings. 

The earrings, necklaces, and bracelets are 

cute and colorful designs like the playground 

and theme park’s color theme.

Magic Journey
Jewelry Collection for Kids







Royi Sal Jewelry more than 19 years of experience in jewelry manufacturing 
and design originate from working with multiple international clients worldwide. 
As a result, the Royisal team can identify and understand different needs and 
requirements across different markets.

Throughout the years we at Royisal have formed long-term business 
relationships with international famous jewelry brands in critical regions, 
including the US, Europe, Russia, Australia and Asia. Our ability in serving the including the US, Europe, Russia, Australia and Asia. Our ability in serving the 
wholesale jewelry industry with the finest high-quality jewelry products that 
meet your expectations has been proved again and again. 

We provide an extensive range of designer jewelry collections with an 
emphasis on delivering the most attractive products to meet your market 
positioning. Your Exclusive Collection is to be offered with the most exquisite 
design and craftsmanship to serve the needs of your business, whether you 
are a leading international, newly startup jewelry/ fashion brands or general are a leading international, newly startup jewelry/ fashion brands or general 
retailers who look for exclusive house brand lines.

www.royisal.com
sales@royisal.com 


